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About This Game

'My own little planet' tells the story of a lost boy who is trapped on a dark and strange world. Fight your deepest fears and find
an exit to this madness!

Travel together with a lonely boy to a dark and strange world, where all of your fears and feeling takes the most terrifying form
of existence. Without any memories nor guesses on how he ended up there, the boy must collect all the memories he finds in his

way to put an end to this infinite loop of madness and fright.

The game features :

- 5 acts with 5 episodes each, that earns you more than 5 hours of a thrilling experience of gameplay.

- INSANE bosses in the end of each act to test your courage and what you have learned from it.
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- A gallery that gives you necessary info of each creature that you have already found in the game.

- Achievements that will blow your mind!

- A soundtrack that will touch your deepest feelings!

- And a story that makes even grown up men get a warmed heart.

"My own little planet" is not just a game that you play, but a game that plays with you!
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Title: My Own Little Planet
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Lucas Parise, Mind Flayer Studios
Publisher:
Lucas Parise, Mind Flayer Studios
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Celeron or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 2000

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Directx 9.0c over

English
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Here's a couple of things about this game. Relating to the overall playness of the game, it's in Early Access. Of course there
wouldn't be that much to be able to do as the game progresses within stages. I really like what is put out there to start. Either an
endless arena of monsters to bash heads with and scale in level rather quickly, or, once you kill enough, descend into a
seemingly endless hallway filled with treasures.

Here's a couple of Pros to get the review started;
- Adorable, pixelated artwork.
- Responsive attacks (There's 3, all of which are seamless)
- Rather decent enemy diversity to start off.
- You progress rather fast for a slightly grindy game.
- Decent sword diversity, all coming with upgrades.
- Enemies scale to provide a challenge.
- It's rather simple to get monster souls to purchase the tickets (100 Souls per ticket, scales every time purchased.)
- Once you die, you don't lose everything. Starts off by taking nothing from you, but as you progress you lose a bit of gold.
- 630 (?) Achievements.
- If you want, you can go idle and gain coins! (Upgradable.)
- It's overall a seamless, cute Unity game that I can't wait to see what's in store.

Here's a few Cons that i've personally noticed when playing. They're not game breaking, but slightly and personally annoying.

- Enemies will either be aggressive once they spawn, not attack at all, or only attack when you're near them.
- The pathing of enemies is slightly... Wonky. They can run into invisible walls in clusters and stop moving until you walk them
around that barrier.
- Speaking of clusters, some enemies spawn 4 on top of eachother which can be slightly irritating and startling.
- Sometimes when I start up the game, I can't move, but can attack. I have to restart the game in order to fix it.
- I've gotten at least 30% of achievements in 17 minutes.
- You can stand next to the fountain, not gain any health, but gain achievements nonstop.
- I don't want to say this game is an achievement farm, but it's borderline.
- That being said, every 1000 gold you spend (So easy to get) you get an achievement
- Every 2 times you use the fountain (Refreshes about every 1 second per use even when full HP) you get an achievement.
- You have to visit the ticket salesman to get the achievement about monster souls.
- In terms of music, the game only lets you mute\/unmute it. It's a decent track, but is VERY loud.

All in all, this game is worth the $1.79 USD that I sold some items to get. It seemed very nice to play, it's not very grindy, and
it's fun to see the exponential scaling of your cute character as you just skyrocket in coins, and die, die again. I'm going to
continue playing this game after this review, and hope to see ample progress in the future!. The game is kinda nice, but it opens
a console with an error message everytime I start it. If I close it, the game closes. I can go on if I leave the console open, but
after a little while the commands don`t respond anymore. I searched for people with the same problem on the forums, and
though there are many with the same problem, there seem to be no solution.
A shame :\/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'. Fun, addictive game, a good way to kill time and challenge yourself. I particularly
like the competitive elements, which gives it plenty of replayability. This, combined with the many achievements and different
CPUs, gives the game a sense of purpose which keeps it interesting and prevents it from getting too repetitive. The interface and
art look clean and colourful, and the game has a nice variety of pleasant soundtracks. For only \u00a34 it's definitely something
worth popping into your library :). it is what it is. Clickteam Fusion 2.5 is a great program, especially when you're just getting
started in game design.
. Too hard as an achievement spammer
Too boring as a normal game
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I'd recommend if you buy it you go with low expectations. For a 5 dollar game it's bad but, for a indie game when you have
nothing to do, it is very addictive. There is a skill ceiling and it is pretty fun to evolve as a player. I recommend it but only on
sales.  Target Audience:  Puzzle Fans looking for a little relaxing experience

 Summary:
6180 the Moon is an art piece that still brings a reasonable puzzle challenge along with it. For a 4 dollar title, you get a nice
relaxing experience that not only has some good level design that will challenge you with the mechanics it puts place, but one
that will put you in a zen state of mind, even if you get frustrated. While the biggest problem it has is the games length
(which lets be clear, seems appropriate for the 4 dollar price tag), the strong presentation carries the game by making it
something you just want to look at, despite the limited color scheme. Mechanics don't stick around for too long before
moving on to the next one, and sometimes you do have to think a little outside the box in order to move on in a stage. All in
all, if you're looking for something to test your mind but not stress it, 6180 The moon is a solid pick up.

Video Review: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yfHm0jJ2W2Q

 Lists:
Positives:

 Solid puzzle elements that introduce new mechanics in a timely fashion. Just as you master the last element,
you are introduced to a new one, or a shift in thinking to use it in a new way.

 Great presentation, using the limited color scheme to make it feel.

 Timing is tested here, and its in a good difficulty setting.

 Pleasant piano music really puts you in a relaxed mode.

 The reversal of stages on the way back shows some really good level design understanding and giving a
challenges.

 Sound design is good, giving you the little hints you need to react appropriate.

 Animation is fluid. Yes, it's not that difficult to get animation working, but hey, it stills is good.

 The story is touching, even in its simple, cute form.
Negatives:

  Little hiccups with controls here and there on respawn.

  Story may make you groan at times. It can be too cute.

  A little short. Would like to see more given the big picture, although to be fair, at 4 bucks, that's asking
a lot.
. Easily one of the best MotoGP games I have ever played.. To me, this game basically felt like Twine
done well and interestingly. It successfully builds the mood it's portraying, thanks to clever use of simple
controls and visuals. I wouldn't necessarily recommend it to just anyone, but I see it as a case study in the
genre.. This game is great! I bought it on a whim to just be an early adopter for once. It's presented very
well, the mechanics are great, it's challenging and replayable.

The sort of campaign mode that has robot NPCs with voice acting is fairly short as of now, but very
enjoyable. I like the characters a lot and the maps are fun.

The arcade mode has more levels than campaign (I'm on level 27 so far). It consists of speedruns with
different constraints. One type of level has hourglasses that you have to pick up in order to gain the fuel
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you need to reach the goal. These take place in cityscapes and building interiors. Then there are levels
with a single supply of fuel where you just have to reach the end without dying. These take place in space
in sort of abstract structures.

Both of these modes have leaderboards and have obstacles like bombs, lasers, and black holes. There is
also a free flight mode, but it says "Coming Soon" when you click on it.

I think there is enough content in this game already to justify this price for early access. It's really fun.
Here's hoping the devs stay dedicated to it and continue to add content and features.. This game is really
fun and addicting. Its had an amazing soundtrack. Its an endless 2D shooter style game and I can't stop
playing. You should definitely give it a try, especially considering the price.. This is what VR is about,
experiences like this. Couldnt reccomend it enough even if it does last 5 minutes.. Help what happens at
the end... are we meant to be psychic ... :( whats happened to part 2... we have been robbed!!!! :(. Short
but deep. Literally.. Interesting concept, but the execution falls flat. Worth $2-3 for an evening
distraction if you find it on sale, but it's nothing more than that. I finished the game in about 4 hours
total (left it running through the day on accident, thus the extra hours on my record).

There's nothing open ended to the game, it's all about finding the exact right string of commands to get
to the next part of the story. Guessing passwords is a 50\/50 split, either it's completely handed to you or
you're left with almost no clue.

If you really want a fantasy hacker game, look up Uplink instead.
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